[Flow cytometric analysis of effects of chemohormonal agents on the cell cycle distribution of MCF-7 cells].
Five anticancer agents (MTX, 5FU, MMC, ADR and VCR) and an antiestrogenic agent (TAM) were investigated to observe the effects on the growth of MCF-7 cells and the changes on the cell cycle distribution of them by flow cytometry. The growth-inhibitory effects of these agents were divided into three manners. The growth rate by ADR was affected in a concentration-dependent manner; MTX in a time-dependent; 5FU, MMC and VCR in both time and concentration-dependent manners. The effects on cell kinetics were divided into three categories. MCF-7 cells were accumulated on S phase by MTX, G0G1 phases by TAM and G2M phases by the other agents. The combined effect of two agents was the most prominent when MTX was first administered and followed by an agent which affected on G2M phases. In the combination of TAM and MMC, the strongest effect was obtained when MMC was first administered and followed by TAM. These results indicated that the combined effect of cell inhibition was obtained on cell kinetic basis by employing the technique of analytical flow cytometry.